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Annotation: Finance and credit system of strategy " UZBEKISTAN -2030. ” up to has 

been plans seeing analysis we do 

Certain the goal and to tasks directed development strategies within in our country 

national the economy liberalization according to reforms efficient done is increasing. 

This main macroeconomic indicators to improve , money-credit policy to simplify , 

international and foreign finance institutions as well traditional partners with cooperation 

scope significant level to expand service does. 
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Annotatsiya: “O‘ZBEKISTON – 2030” strategiyasining moliya-kredit tizimi. Biz 

tahlillarni ko‘rib, rejalarimizni amalga oshirdik. 

Mamlakatimizda milliy rivojlanish strategiyasidan ko‘zlangan aniq maqsad va 

vazifalarga muvofiq amalga oshirilayotgan islohotlar samarasida iqtisodiyotni liberallashtirish 

tobora ortib bormoqda. 

Bu asosiy makroiqtisodiy ko'rsatkichlarni yaxshilash, pul-kredit siyosatini 

soddalashtirish, xalqaro va xorijiy moliya institutlari hamda an'anaviy hamkorlar bilan 

hamkorlik ko'lamini sezilarli darajada kengaytirishga xizmat qilmoqda. 

Kalit so'zlar: moliya-kredit, makroiqtisodiy, kooperatsiya, milliy, liberallashtirish 

 

INTRODUCTION 

It is known that it is national the economy liberalization and openness provide in 

order to state organs by macroeconomic indicators , state budget funds , gold-currency 

and currency reserves to spend about statistics and analytical information regularly 

respectively publication reach practice to the road placed 

As a result , the Open Data Inventory of our country is global information openness 

in the rating own position significant level improved . If in 2017 Uzbekistan took the 

167th place if so , in 2023 the country rose to 30th place . 

Macroeconomic stability strengthening and economic of growth high pace save to 

stay according to acceptance done measures because of Uzbekistan gross internal product 

indicator significant level to increase succeeded it has been . 

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

International currency fund information according to , in 2022 country gross internal 

product the first times 80.4 billion US to the dollar enough 2023 year to the end come this 
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the figure is from 90.3 billion dollars increased In 2017 , it was only 62.1 billion dollars 

organize did 

Also external trade in size significant growth observed . Uzbekistan Republic 

President in the presence of statistics agency information according to , in 2022 this the 

figure is 50.5 billion dollars organize reached 2023 year to the end according to of our 

country common external trade turnover of 62.6 billion dollars enough 

National the economy liberalization according to consistent reforms continue 

implementation is provided for in the "Uzbekistan-2030" strategy caught priority and 

purposes own on the contrary is finding In particular , it is stable economic growth at the 

expense of population well-being provide , authoritative international organizations and 

foreign finance institutions with cooperation strengthening , as well as international 

cooperation geography to expand mean holds 

Also "Uzbekistan-2030" strategy priority directions according to belongs to measures 

done increase through 2030 national of the economy two even growth provision of the 

country investment attractiveness increase , partners with mutually beneficial 

relationships development , global development release and logistics chains joining is also 

new of Uzbekistan people and state interests based on external policy consistent done 

increase marked . 

From this except for 2023-2024 intended strategy done increase and purposeful to 

indicators reach according to practical measures plan within of Uzbekistan authoritative 

international organizations and foreign finance institutions , that's it including the world 

bank with active connections fast is developing . 

 
Own in turn the world bank and his international recovery and development bank , 

international development association and international finance corporation such as 

institutes of the world in 2022 bank execution doer directors Council by acceptance 

designed for 2022-2026 Uzbekistan Republic with cooperation program done is increasing  

the world of the bank this20 cooperation program of the country inclusive and stable 

market economy transition , private in the sector employment raise , man capital 

development and ecological changes done increase such as areas own into takes 

                                                           
20 1. Uzbekistan of the Republic on December 9 , 2023 acceptance made " Electronic the government "On" Law No. ORQ-395 . 

2. Uzbekistan Republic President of October 5 , 2023 "" Digital " Uzbekistan - 2030" strategy confirmation and him efficient done increase measures 
Decree No. PF -6079 . 
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Also the world of the bank for 2022-2026 intended cooperation program the 

following in directions technical and financial help to show mean holds : state enterprises 

and corporations privatization to the process private sector attraction to do for 

competitive entrepreneurship environment Create in order to of the country regulatory 

and legal and institutional potential to improve directed the government efforts support , 

stable urbanization , regional development speed up , man capital improve , green the 

economy development and others 

As of 2023 According to Jahan of the bank Uzbekistan with cooperation of the 

program financial package common worth 5.22 billion US dollars from the dollar more 

than 25 projects cover received now the world bank by done being increased projects 

macroeconomic reforms done increase , village and water farm modernization making , 

energy , transport, medicine , education and social the field development , city and village 

infrastructure improvement , financial to systems investments to enter directed . 

From this except the world of the bank projects to the portfolio health save , social 

protection and village economy in the fields national strategies done increase within 

country to the government technical help and advisory-analytical services show according 

to complex program enters 

Highlight preferably , of Uzbekistan macroeconomic indicators improve in order to 

the world bank support of financing the most efficient method is considered the world of 

the bank financial and material support dynamics that's it shows that the project lending 

volume significant level increased If in 2017 separated financial resources the volume is 

444.9 million USA dollar organize reached if so , by 2023 come this the indicator is 3 times 

increased by 1.2 billion the dollar organize did The same at the time Uzbekistan of the 

bank Europe and central Asia in the region the third big beneficiary partner is considered 

This trend our country of the leadership the economy liberalization , leader 

international finance institutions with connections expand through international 

economic cooperation strengthening and development regarding efforts with depend 

This attitude with last in years the world bank and Uzbekistan official delegations in 

the middle visits exchange significant level activated . In particular , the World in 2022 

bank Vice President Anna Berde led by delegation to Uzbekistan visit ordered by the 

President Shaukat Mirziyoyev with a meeting spent Meeting At the end of Uzbekistan 

and the world bank between cooperation more expand according to to agreements 

achieved . 

September 2023 in the month in New York being during the 78th session of the UN 

General Assembly our country leader the world bank group President Ajay Banga with 

met At the meeting to Uzbekistan foreign investments flow increase according to practical 

measures agree received 

CONCLUSION 

It is known that Jahan bank a member of states economic growth dynamics 

according to own forecasts regularly respectively present is enough In particular , 
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Uzbekistan in 2024 economic growth of 5.6 percent organize to reach , this Central in Asia 

regional of integration strengthening , as well as the country this in process role with 

depends to be forecast is being done . 

Last in years Uzbekistan and the world bank between of cooperation positive 

dynamics in consideration received without , this organization with of cooperation more 

expansion is related to the "Uzbekistan-2030" strategy goals done to increase help is 

giving to emphasize can 
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